
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

5-9-14 Local Key West Homeless in the Citizen Newspaper 

Today, $777 Trillion given to Mecca for their Homeless was 

not on the front Page, this was... "While out jogging Monday 

morning, a homeless man jumped out in front of me and 

started yelling and cursing. It scared and upset me so much 

I could not continue my run and returned home very 

shaken.... George Orwell is Big Brother and he is not looking 

out for SWF's in the USA... 19K more are murdered in 2014 

and the Citizen Newspaper with Mandy Miles on Sunday will 

never LEAK our Numb Nuts George Orwell Society is "A 

Psychotic 1984 Era" Dropping Waste Management Key West 

Trash + Our Current Numb Nuts George Orwell will have to 

wait for the Berkeley Revolution Novel written at the 

Hemingway House Key West Writing Class! Parrot Key is the 

third major resort in Key West to sell within the past year. 

The Southernmost Hotel Collection in Key West sold for $184 

million in August. The Pier House Resort and Spa in Key West 

sold for $90 million in May. Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-11 

with $777 Trillion to build the Yale Key West Medical School 

and it has not made Headlines in the Key West Citizen or NY 

Times yet! Gerald Adams Elementary School in Key West is on 
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Times yet! Gerald Adams Elementary School in Key West is on 

the Front Page, just got graded... not by Yale Medical School 

Professors who all take their kids to the Hospital... as part of 

their Elementary School Memory Implants, grin! Another 

Day in the Frontal Lobe by Dr. Katrina, Another Day in 

Paradise in Key West! Intuitive Surgical announced its new 

da Vinci Xi robotic surgical system. The device takes on a 

new shape and brings new capabilities for robot-assisted 

surgery in a variety of fields, but there hasn’t been much 

multimedia released by the company showing off the Xi. A 

new video has appeared on Youtube that does display some of 

the new capabilities within the latest generation device. Yale 

Elementary Kids Show + Tell with a video... this is Paradise, 

or should be! pacemakers have now been approved by the 

FDA for Elementary Schools... ha! Extra Credit on the Front 

Page of the Citizen Today is the floating shantytown of 

derelict vessels, because no mention of the sail boats owners 

lifestyle when the Pentagon gives Mecca + Allah $777 Trillion 

in $4 gas money Key West could have spent! 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 

like playing with your first magnet but now having a Ultra-

Microscope with... matter that ranges from 10 to 1000 

nanometers in size. Now, with the help of broadband 

infrared light from the Advanced Light Source (ALS) 

synchrotron at the U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... Berkeley Lab Hemingway Novel 

writing 24/7 brainstorming training for Berkeley writers-

inventors! BOSS at Berkeley Labs is not going to let 

researchers who wrote this fly into Key West to a Writing Class 

at the Hemingway House so all this new technique, called 

Synchrotron Infrared Nano-Spectroscopy or SINS, is in 

Chapter 1 at the Group Writing Class at Hemingway House 
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Chapter 1 at the Group Writing Class at Hemingway House 

Key West! 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 

(Berkeley Lab), researchers have developed a broadband 

imaging technique that looks inside this realm with 

unprecedented sensitivity and range. By combining atomic 

force microscopy with infrared synchrotron light, inventors 

have improved the spatial resolution of infrared spectroscopy 

by orders of magnitude, while simultaneously covering its 

full spectroscopic range, enabling the investigation of 

variety of nanoscale, mesoscale, and surface phenomena 

that were previously difficult to study. 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 

The new technique, called Synchrotron Infrared Nano-

Spectroscopy or SINS, will enable in-depth study of complex 

molecular systems, including liquid batteries, living cells, 

novel electronic materials and stardust. 

5-9-14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! 

Clozapine or risperidone, or mood-stabilizing drugs such as 

lithium and carbamazepine... Synchrotron Infrared Nano-

Spectroscopy or SINS, will enable in-depth study of complex 

molecular systems... Violent Drunks! Berkeley Labs is full of 

"Binge Drinking Men." 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 

"The big thing is that we're getting full broadband infrared 

spectroscopy at 100 to 1000 times smaller scale," "This is not 

an incremental achievement. It's really revolutionary." 
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5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... Air 

pollution 'too high' in most of world's cities. The World 

Health Organization says air pollution in many of the 

world's cities is breaching its guidelines. Its survey of 1,600 

cities in 91 countries revealed that nearly 90 percent of 

people in urban centers breathe air that fails to meet levels 

deemed safe. WHO stifled this too high 91 countries failed to 

mention Saint Jude Childrens Hospital for Childhood 

Cancers! How to spot a dangerous Man... named George 

Orwell in 91 different countries. WHO has the Names of all 

the Numb Nut Dictators in 91 countries, lot of good this is 

doing the children who will die of Ultra-Poison Gasoline 

Exhaust Pollution Particles Berkeley can see better today... 

Berkeley gov lab is like Hitlers gov labs... really! 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 

Ultra-ElectricWindmillFord Escort on 9/11 was suppressed by 

Cater, who was bullied into this by Teddy Kennedy. When 

these Grieving families find out Hell be break out in our 

Orwell Society... Grieving families who were unable to 

identify the remains of their loved ones who died in the 

terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, may finally be able to 

lay them to rest with the help of DNA. 

5-9-14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... "Medical News Today" - Alcohol in 

men kills women... clozapine or risperidone, or mood-

stabilizing drugs such as lithium and carbamazepine... 

psychiatrists are better at predicting violence among 

patients than new doctors. Prohibition Era in London at 

Oxford... Plague of Drunk Men given to our Era from China's 
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Oxford... Plague of Drunk Men given to our Era from China's 

$ Opium Wars $ with the British Queen. 19K SWF in the USA 

murdered in 2014 by a drunk man. Lead researcher Dr. 

Seena Fazel, of Oxford University in the UK, concludes: 

Without ever LEAKING intoxicated men in the USA killed 19K 

SWF in 2014. is Dr. Fazel a MD or Psychiatrists? Observers will 

look this up. Oxford is a criminal organization... drunk 

British men should be outlawed today from what we know of 

"Violence" just because they aren't does not matter. 

5-9-14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! 

Clozapine or risperidone, or mood-stabilizing drugs such as 

lithium and carbamazepine... 

5-9-14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! 

Oxford The Lancet... New England Journal of Medicine 

articles on what drugs reduce violence in men, when since 

1930 "Women" have known drunk men beat their wives... 

5-9-14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! 

"Until now, we have not known whether anti psychotics and 

mood stabilizers reduce risks of violence. 

5-9-14 The Eradication of Drunk Violent Men from Earth! By 

comparing the same people when they are on medication 

compared to when they are not, our study provides evidence 

of potentially substantial reductions in risk of violence, and 

suggests that violence is to a large extent preventable in 

patients with psychiatric disorders." 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 

5-9-14 Ultra-Microscopes... their like looking at the Ultra-

Neutron, Ultra-Gravity Wave, the Ultra- Magnetic fields... 
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5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Neutron stars! They’re ultra-dense, 

gravitationally... Gravity is 7 trillion times stronger than 

Gravity on Earth! They spin like at top at 48K times a second. 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Clinton's are ultra-dense, Gravity of 

Fiery Cop Car Wrecks World Wide and the NY Times news 

headlines is... were are we now Today on the Front page of 

the NY Times... The Monica Lewinsky Scandal: Where Are They 

Now? 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... "1984" 1984 II will be even more Ultra-

Dense... buried in Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks! World 

Wide tens of thousands fiery wrecks and all are Ultra-

Dense... Gravity of our Orwell Times! Motive is $4 gas profits! 

Get away with "Cop Killing" top brass bought off all the Police 

Chiefs and Judges! Ultra-Dense... Matter! 

5-8-14 The Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth at Sunset 

Celebration in Key West... 

5-8-14 The Eradication of "Head On Collisions" + All Fiery 

Crash + Burn Wrecks World Wide... 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense Inventing of the Next Miracle Cure or 

Discovery... Picasso painting fetches $31 million in NY 

auction Pablo Picasso's 1932 oil painting \"Le Sauvetage\" 

sold at auction for more than $31 million after a bidding 

war at Sotheby's. WAR... the Movie Surviving Picasso is also a 

good title for Surviving the Holocaust II with no new Art... 

every time Picasso gets a new wife! Every Time we get a new 

wife we get "Fueled" by God's best Invention, Women! So it 

time Allah and Moslems who don't let the wife drive them to 

New Inventions + Miracle Cures, Discoveries go to 1 wife and 

the USA goes to 4 wives with a prenuptial to work on 1,001 

Invention Projects spelled out and preinstalled in MacBook 
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Invention Projects spelled out and preinstalled in MacBook 

Air... the new one! Picasso’s 1932 painting “Le Sauvetage 

(Rescue),” depicting female figures inspired by Picasso’s 

young lover Marie-Therese Walter pulling each other from 

the water. 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... H @ -254 C 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans 

for "Rescue" pulling each other from the water, clean water 

to drink and clean fuel to burn in cars... Nobel Nitro 

invention for H and no exploding tanks! All this and 1,001 

other invention project were lost to Humanity by Bill + 

Melinda in Win 8.2 fix! 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Picasso's 1933 painting "Le Syphilis" 

Eradication of Le Syphilis by a French MD... 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Out of Africa Movie, opens with her new 

husband gave her Syphilis on their wedding night as he 

caught it from the Black Women... 1933... 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... A news worthy story Suppressed by the 

NY Times, for sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the 

1,700,000 Black Men in Kenya, Obama's Home Country have 

Syphilis... 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Syphilis... on Saturday Night Live, 

Today Show... interview with all the Black Basketball players 

as they must be 100% infected with syphilis, I would bet! US 

syphilis rate up; double gay and bisexual. Health officials 

say syphilis has reached its highest level, with the increase 

all in men. Syphilis remains far less common in the U.S. 

Nigeria and other African Nations in the NY Times Front 
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Nigeria and other African Nations in the NY Times Front 

pages, a news worthy story Suppressed by the NY Times, for 

sure. NY Times doesn't want you to know the 1,700,000 Black 

Men in Kenya, Obama's Home Country have Syphilis as then 

you might not be as dumb as Bush doing the math and 

figure out Obama has syphilis, I bet Hillary got syphilis from 

Bill… I win! But there has been a steady rise in gay and 

bisexual men catching the disease. They account for most of 

the recent infectious cases. Since 2005, the rate in men has 

nearly doubled to over 17,000 cases. 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Comcast NBC Today Show Tonight Show 

and they hug these guys... but don't introduce them as 

having syphilis, wow! 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Neutron stars, the extraordinarily 

dense stellar bodies created when massive stars collapse, are 

known to host the strongest magnetic fields in the universe —

as much as a billion times more powerful than any man-

made electromagnet. But some neutron stars are much more 

strongly magnetized than others. 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Obama must have been on a trip to 

Alpha Centauri and just returned to give a Jewish News Alert 

on the Holocaust... New Ultra Dense Poison Gasoline Exhaust 

Holocaust II has not caught up with Obama on ABC News... 

Light Years from Saint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital for 

Poisoned Children with Cancer... wow! Obama: Turn 'Never 

Forget' into 'Never Again' USA TODAY - ?1 hour ago? 

President Obama praised a foundation Wednesday that 

collects testimonies from Holocaust survivors, saying they are 

sending a warning to the future. 

5-8-14 Ultra Dense George Orwell CIA... Holocaust II Poison 

Gasoline Exhaust testimonies from Holocaust II... only at CIA 

HQ stamped Secret like Gregs Secret File one Observers LEAK... 

Mr Buell and his Wind Car... 1980 invention! This is still 
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Mr Buell and his Wind Car... 1980 invention! This is still 

Secret to Obama at the Holocaust I convention! 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Angelina Jolie has revealed she is 

Ultra-dense, I keep telling her Greg would have gotten a 

RxCure for Breast Cancer on the 1980 Winds of Euphoria over 

the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort. UNICEF would not exist 

today and all the kids surrounding Angelina Jolie on the 

NBC Nightly News would all be grads of Yale, Harvard, or 

some Junior Collage... really! Parasite Burden and Severity 

of Malaria in Tanzanian Children B.P. Gonçalves and 

Others | N Engl J Med 2014;370:1799-1808 Free Full Text... 

Full Text Free of Angelina Jolie's LEAK of everything except 

the suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort, will the 100 moms who daughters are not going to be 

in a new movie because they were left in a hot car to die... go 

to Angelina's + her Daughters new Movies? 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Brain noise found to nurture synapses.. 

A study has shown that a long-overlooked form of neuron-to-

neuron communication called miniature 

neurotransmission plays an essential role in the 

development of synapses. 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Gravity developments dissected... Yale 

Physics, Yale Med, magnetized super dense neurons + brain 

synapses nurtured, time to rewrite the Physics Textbooks 

published by Yale! 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Time to rewrite the prenup... Kim 

Kardashian and Kanye West reportedly can't get married 

because their prenup agreement is still being hashed out. 

Sources connected with Kim and Kanye have told TMZ that 

the prenup won't be signed until next week... October 2007, 
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the prenup won't be signed until next week... October 2007, 

Florida became a part of the Uniform Premarital Agreement 

Act that enforces strict guidelines to promote consistency in 

prenuptial agreements from state to state. In short, the Act 

details what can be included in a prenup and what is 

enforceable by law... 24/7 Brainstorming Sessions for 7 days 

will be in Gregs Premarital Agreement, will she sign this? 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... MIT is Ultra-Dense, we Greg and 1 

Trillion Observers in our George Orwell Society want the Los 

Alamos Computer Simulate of 13 Billion Years before the Big 

Bang, not 13 Billion Years after the Big Bang as the Before 

the Big Bang Computer Simulation by MIT will get a "Bang" 

out of our 1984 society goings-on! Computer simulation of 

the universe shows 13 BILLION years of cosmic ... Illustris was 

developed over 5 years by a team led by Mark Vogelsberger of 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology; The numerical-based 

model covers the evolution of the universe beginning just 12 

million years after the Big Bang; It recreates galaxy 

clusters, ... 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Polio Virus and WHO is Ultra-Dense on 

the A 45-year-old Filipina nurse working in Saudi Arabia 

has died of Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 

(MERS-CoV), the third Filipino to perish from the disease. 

Before the latest fatality, two other Filipinos in Saudi Arabia 

had died from the virus – buried in Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop 

Car Wrecks! 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Yale Research Shows People with a 

Mental Illness are More Likely to Smoke... Yale researchers 

from the Yale School of Medicine, smokers with mental illness 

consume nearly half of all cigarettes in the United States, 

despite making up a substantially smaller proportion of the 

population. Researchers and policy makers are increasingly 

calling attention to this important public health issue, and 

this study helps point to a need for interventions and policy 

that directly help individuals with mental illness quit 
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that directly help individuals with mental illness quit 

smoking. Carolyn Mazure of Yale also contributed to the 

study. 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Need for YALE Dr. Kerry, Dr. McCain, Dr. 

Bush Sr. Dr. Hillary, Dr. Clintons, Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... 

interventions and policy that directly help individuals with 

mental illness quit smoking... CVS PROHIBITION... USA 

prohibition on tobacco nation wide after the coup... for the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort is a sure thing! 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense Dr. Kerry at the State Dept... a link you 

can click on they will not LEAK the Secrets of $777 Trillion in 

Nigeria + African Oil Money Dr. Kerry wants to put in his 

Swiss Bank Account... 

http://travel.state.gov/content/passports/english/alertswarni

ngs/nigeria-travel-warning.html

5-8-14 Oil; Ultra-Dense goings-on in Kenya, Nigeria... 

multiple reports of kidnappings involving U.S. citizens. 

Kidnappings of foreign nationals and attacks against 

Nigerian police forces in Lagos State and the Niger Delta 

region continue to affect personal security for those 

traveling in these areas. Criminals or militants have 

abducted foreign nationals, including U.S. citizens, from 

off-shore and land-based oil facilities and maritime vessels, 

residential compounds, and public roadways. Ansaru, an 

offshoot of Boko Haram, has specifically targeted foreigners 

in the north for kidnap in the past few years with lethal 

outcomes. Violent crimes occur throughout the country. U.S. 

citizen visitors and residents have experienced armed 

muggings, assaults, burglaries, armed robberies, car-

jackings, rapes, kidnappings, and extortion. Home invasions 

also remain a serious threat, with armed robbers accessing 

even guarded compounds by scaling perimeter walls, 

accessing waterfront compounds by boat, following residents 

or visitors, or subduing guards to gain entry to homes or 

apartments. Law enforcement authorities usually respond 
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apartments. Law enforcement authorities usually respond 

slowly or not at all 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense... Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro 

with built in iPhone007s for everyone... 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html> 
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